
In order to achieve the desired effect in the short period of time, both the client and Check-6 
mutually agreed to concentrate on a specific crew and defined, measurable metrics. As a 
result, only the “in-by” crews were selected as the target audience. Onsite mentoring at the 
working face focused on ensuring the following major items occurred: 

 • Define one common objective each day
 • Proactively adapt to changes that will occur during the shift
 • Effectively communicate and coordinate the changes with the crew

Our teams worked together to:

 • Brief the plan (however short) 
 • Focus on own organization SMS programs, safety initiatives and work 
  instructions/procedures 
 • Debrief (after action review – AAR) every task, every time (even if you only have 60   
  seconds)

With the onsite tutoring of the Check-6 coaches, and by focusing on these basic tasks, we 
noted an immediate positive improvement in key areas. By implementing an “active” coaching 
philosophy, our coaches were able to show the crew and front line leaders “what right looks 
like,” thus allowing them to demonstrate how easy the process was to implement. The most 
popular tools were the Check-6 Tool Box Talk sequence card, as well as Check-6 coaches 
facilitating the respective Briefs and AAR’s. How did it go? Here are the numbers / metrics:
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INFLUENCING CHANGE IN FOUR DAYS!
How do you facilitate an environment where lasting cultural 
change can occur quickly and also be effective? 

A recent client charged the Check-6 Mining team with accomplishing 
this task. Our intent was to execute the normal 3-phase (Assess / 
Train / Coach) model for plan-based execution (PBE) training. But 
due to budgetary constraints, we were forced to derive a plan that 
could achieve initial objectives in just one 4-day visit.

MINING
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  Briefs   Take-5   Debrief/AAR
 Date  Day  Night  Day  Night  Day  Night
 14 May  3  3  3  29  2  1
 15 May  5  4  30  35  7 4
 16 May  6  5  33  31  8  6
 17 May  7  6  34  33  9  8
 18 May  8  7  35  38  10 9

% Improved  166%  133%  1066%  31%  400%  800%

Mine #1 - Metrics - AST Phase

  Briefs    Debrief / AAR
 Date  Day  Night  Day  Night  
 18 June  2  3  4  8
 19 June  5  6  7  9
 20 June  10  15  13  15
 21 June  16  15  20  16

% Improved  800%  500%  500%  200%

Mine #2 - Metrics - AST Phase

The results not only produced 
improvements in positive behaviors 
but also produced improvements in 
operational efficiency. In the chart, 
you will see a remarkable increase in 
consistency of operational performance 
by the crew. Illustrated is the 
resounding leveling-off of individual 
production variance during the shifts 
that Check-6 coaches were at the 
mine site (period 17 – 24 June 2013). 
The average production per employee 
during the visit was significantly higher. 

The Check-6 process complements any 
organization’s existing programs and as observed during the above two visits, accelerates 
the results the client sought in their own programs. By concentrating on what it takes to do 
the job right the first time, crews were able to step up their operational efficiency, resulting 
in increases in production, consistent performance and sustainable programs, which result in 
an environment of continuous improvement.

The key will be sustainable change that lasts. The results of one visit were impressive; 
imagine the results after implementing follow-on sustainment visits.


